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1. Multi-event signature comparison plots for all sites for different objectives 

The following pages include an extract om multi-event signature comparison plots for each of the 23 sites 

included in the study (see list of sites in Table 12 in the main article). A standardised format is used, showing 

for each site: 

- Upper panel, left (A): Modelled vs. observed peak values, across the whole continues range of 

possible values, showing also important threshold values (CSL, CL, TOP, ZP, IL).  

- Upper panel, middle: Listing of important information explaining the background of the other plots 

(observation period start and end data, duration, number of rain induced events; and for each of the 3 

objectives (surcharge, overflow, everyday events) furthermore the categorical analysis metrics CSI, 

number of TPs, and number of total positives (TP+FP+FN). 

- Other panels: Modelled vs. observed signature values for true positives of the 3 objectives surcharge 

(D, E, F – 3 signatures), overflow (G, H – 2 signatures) and everyday events (I, J, K, L – 4 

signatures). Important elements of the three statistical methods: linear regression (dashed black line), 

indicator function (acceptance criteria with purple) and normalised RMSE (blue lines indicating 

IQR) are shown on each plot. 

In all cases the individual events are shown using colour codes that indicate the weighting used (explained in 

colour bar, and section 2.3.2 of the main manuscript). 
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Figure S1: Multi-event signature comparison plots for the signatures analyzing the three objectives; surcharge, overflow and 

everyday events. 
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Figure S2: Multi-event signature comparison plots for the signatures analyzing the three objectives; surcharge, overflow and 

everyday events. 
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Figure S3: Multi-event signature comparison plots for the signatures analyzing the three objectives; surcharge, overflow and 

everyday events. 
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Figure S4: Multi-event signature comparison plots for the signatures analyzing the three objectives; surcharge, overflow and 

everyday events. 
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Figure S5: Multi-event signature comparison plots for the signatures analyzing the three objectives; surcharge, overflow and 

everyday events. 
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Figure S6: Multi-event signature comparison plots for the signatures analyzing the three objectives; surcharge, overflow and 

everyday events. 
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Figure S7: Multi-event signature comparison plots for the signatures analyzing the three objectives; surcharge, overflow and 

everyday events. 
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Figure S8: Multi-event signature comparison plots for the signatures analyzing the three objectives; surcharge, overflow and 

everyday events. 
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Figure S9: Multi-event signature comparison plots for the signatures analyzing the three objectives; surcharge, overflow and 

everyday events. 
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Figure S10: Multi-event signature comparison plots for the signatures analyzing the three objectives; surcharge, overflow 

and everyday events. 
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Figure S11: Multi-event signature comparison plots for the signatures analyzing the three objectives; surcharge, overflow 

and everyday events. 
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Figure S12: Multi-event signature comparison plots for the signatures analyzing the three objectives; surcharge, overflow 

and everyday events. 
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Figure S13: Multi-event signature comparison plots for the signatures analyzing the three objectives; surcharge, overflow 

and everyday events. 
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Figure S14: Multi-event signature comparison plots for the signatures analyzing the three objectives; surcharge, overflow 

and everyday events. 
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Figure S15: Multi-event signature comparison plots for the signatures analyzing the three objectives; surcharge, overflow 

and everyday events. 
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Figure S16: Multi-event signature comparison plots for the signatures analyzing the three objectives; surcharge, overflow 

and everyday events. 
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Figure S17: Multi-event signature comparison plots for the signatures analyzing the three objectives; surcharge, overflow 

and everyday events. 
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Figure S18: Multi-event signature comparison plots for the signatures analyzing the three objectives; surcharge, overflow 

and everyday events. 
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Figure S19: Multi-event signature comparison plots for the signatures analyzing the three objectives; surcharge, overflow 

and everyday events. 
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Figure S20: Multi-event signature comparison plots for the signatures analyzing the three objectives; surcharge, overflow 

and everyday events. 
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Figure S21: Multi-event signature comparison plots for the signatures analyzing the three objectives; surcharge, overflow 

and everyday events. 
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Figure S22: Multi-event signature comparison plots for the signatures analyzing the three objectives; surcharge, overflow 

and everyday events. 
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Figure S23: Multi-event signature comparison plots for the signatures analyzing the three objectives; surcharge, overflow 

and everyday events. 
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2. Performance score for different objectives 

Table S1: Table of scores for linear regression with weighted events. The colours refer to the overall performance score; good 

(green), acceptable (yellow) and poor (red). The white area is where there are not enough ‘true positives’ to evaluate a score 

(no<3, cf. Figure 2). The hatched areas refer to the categorical analysis, where too many events are not true positive, meaning 

that they are not modelled or observed. The grey/black area indicate where analysis is not possible due to physical constraints 

at the site, e.g. that not all sites have a crest level and evaluation of overflow is thus not possible. 
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Table S2: Table of scores for indicator function with weighted events. The colours refer to the overall performance score; 

good (green), acceptable (yellow) and poor (red). The white area is where there are not enough ‘true positives’ to evaluate a 

score (no<3, cf. Figure 2). The hatched areas refer to the categorical analysis, where too many events are not true positive, 

meaning that they are not modelled or observed. The grey/black area indicate where analysis is not possible due to physical 

constraints at the site, e.g. that not all sites have a crest level and evaluation of overflow is thus not possible 
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Table S3: Table of scores for the normalized RMSE with weighted events. The colours refer to the overall performance score; 

good (green), acceptable (yellow) and poor (red). The white area is where there are not enough ‘true positives’ to evaluate a 

score (no<3, cf. Figure 2). The hatched areas refer to the categorical analysis, where too many events are not true positive, 

meaning that they are not modelled or observed. The grey/black area indicate where analysis is not possible due to physical 

constraints at the site, e.g. that not all sites have a crest level and evaluation of overflow is thus not possible 
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3. Maps of the different objectives for the method linear regression 

 

Figure S24: Map of the performance for surcharge using the method of linear regression. The upstream catchment area of 

the site is mapped, and the naming in the catchment refers to the overflow structure that is mapped. The catchment area 

represents the case areas. The urban areas in between the catchment areas are not connected to the case areas, as they have a 

separate stormwater system. Background map is from OpenStreetMap (2022). 
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Figure S25: Map of the performance for overflow using the method of linear regression. The upstream catchment area of the 

site is mapped, and the naming in the catchment refers to the overflow structure that is mapped. The catchment area 

represents the case areas. The urban areas in between the catchment areas are not connected to the case areas, as they have a 

separate stormwater system. Background map is from OpenStreetMap (2022). 
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Figure S26: Map of the performance for everyday event using the method of linear regression. The upstream catchment area 

of the site is mapped, and the naming in the catchment refers to the overflow structure that is mapped. The catchment area 

represents the case areas. The urban areas in between the catchment areas are not connected to the case areas, as they have a 

separate stormwater system. Background map is from OpenStreetMap (2022). 
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